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Search
Find current or past research data, discussions, or subject matter experts related to your project or topic of interest.

DoDTechipedia
Use our collective wiki to discover the latest research updates and news; store and share research data.

DoDTechSpace
Coordinate, discuss, and track projects in our virtual S&T collaboration environment and planning tool.

International Agreements Database
Streamline the time-consuming and record-intensive process of international S&T collaboration.

Join the conversation and engage with us!
Defense Innovation Marketplace
Discover the ins and outs of working with the DoD and obtain timely notices about partnerships or business opportunities with industry and DoD.

Information Analysis Centers
Learn about organizations chartered to help agencies research, analyze, and utilize existing scientific and technical information.

Research in Progress
Customize, generate and analyze reports of ongoing and completed DoD-funded research and engineering activities from 6.1 to 6.4.

DoD Budget Tools
Query and generate reports on research, development, test and evaluation budget data.